Assessment of radiation dose and iodine load reduction in head-neck CT angiography using two scan protocols with wide-detector.
To compare image quality, radiation dose, and iodine intake of head-neck CT angiography (CTA) acquired by wide-detector with the gemstone spectral imaging (GSI) combination with low iodine intake or routine scan protocol. Three hundred patients who had head-neck CTA were enrolled and divided into three groups according to their BMI values: group A (18.5 kg/m2 ≦ BMI <24.9 kg/m2), group B (24.9 kg/m2 ≦ BMI <29.9 kg/m2) and group C (29.9 kg/m2 ≦ BMI ≦ 34.9 kg/m2) with 100 patients in each group. Patients in each group were randomly divided into two subgroups (n = 50) namely, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2. The patients in subgroups A1, B1 and C1 underwent GSI with low iodine intake (270 mgI/ml, 50 ml) and combined with the ASiR-V algorithm. Other patients underwent three dimensional (3D) smart mA modulation with routine iodine intake (350 mgI/ml, 60 ml). Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of all images were calculated after angiography. Images were then subjectively assessed using a 5-point scale. CT dose index of volume and dose-length product (DLP) was converted to the effective dose (ED) and then compared. The mean CT values, SNR, CNR and subjective image quality in subgroups A2, B2 and C2 are significantly lower than in subgroups A1, B1, and C1 (P < 0.01), respectively. The ED values in subgroup A1, B1, and C1 are 55.18%, 61.89%, and 69.64% lower than those in A2, B2, and C2, respectively (P < 0.01). The total iodine intakes in subgroups A1, B1, and C1 are 35.72% lower than those in subgroups A2, B2, and C2. The gemstone spectral imaging with monochromatic images at 53-57 keV combined with ASiR-V algorithm allows significant reduction in iodine load and radiation dose in head-neck CT angiography than those yielded in routine scan protocol. It also enhances signal intensity of head-neck CTA and maintains image quality.